Wesleyan 33, Springfield College 8

197: Devon Carrillo (WES) wins by forfeit (6-0)

285: Isaiah Bellamy (WES) wins by forfeit (12-0)

125: Amir Daouk (WES) defeats Tyler Fitzpatrick (SPR) by decision, 7-2 2 OT (15-0)
133: Ian Tolotti (SPR) defeats Tristan Stetson (WES) by major decision, 9-0 (15-4)
141: James Mattias (WES) defeats Derek Bohle (SPR) by decision, 7-6 (18-4)
149: Carter Armendarez (WES) defeats Jacob Strohman (SPR) by decision, 3-1 OT (21-4)
157: Robert Rosenberg (WES) defeats Kearney Gutierrez (SPR) by decision, 6-3 (24-4)
165: Aarin Feliz (SPR) defeats Aaron Cranston (WES) by major decision, 20-7 (24-8)
174: Dominic Pirraglia (WES) defeats Ryan Errico (SPR) by decision, 7-3 (27-8)
184: Matt Winchester (WES) pinned Seve Burgos (SPR), 4:36 (33-8)